
FEZ Pocket Edition

**About FEZ Pocket Edition**

In FEZ Pocket Edition, players control the little 2D hero Gomez through large and previously

unknown 3D worlds. In the course of the game you have to explore exciting 3D worlds, solve many

puzzles and find as many golden artifacts as possible.

FEZ Pocket Edition brings the popular console hit "FEZ" on your smartphone or tablet. You control

the cute 2D hero Gomez, who suddenly finds himself in an unknown and mysterious world. In

contrast to his usual 2D environment, the new world has also a third dimension. Your task is to

explore various 3D worlds and find special golden artifacts. To uncover the secrets and puzzles of

each world, you often have to change your perspective and turn the world upside down. Guide the

little hero Gomez through many exciting and mysterious 3D worlds and dare a new perspective.

**FEZ Pocket Edition - Features:** 

- Explore mysterious 3D worlds: In FEZ Pocket Edition, you play a little 2D hero named Gomez, who

finds himself in a totally alien 3D world. The unknown worlds are a challenge for Gomez, since they

no longer have 2 but 3 dimensions to explore. In order to explore all worlds in the best possible

way, it is often necessary to change your perspective. As you travel through the exciting and

mysterious 3D worlds, you must solve many puzzles, find hidden objects and doors, and search for

golden artifacts.

- Easy control: FEZ Pocket Edition convinces not only by a lovingly designed game world in pixel

optics, but also by a simple control. You control your little hero with the help of virtual buttons,

which are located at the bottom of the field. With the help of these buttons you can for example

make Gomez jump or reach for objects. If you want to overcome chasms, Gomez can also climb

hand over hand across plants or tendrils. On your exploration tours, you will also get to know many

characters. If you want to get in touch with them, just use the dedicated buttons.

- Change your perspective: To explore the 3D world in its entirety, you often have to change your

perspective. The perspective of your character can be changed with simple swipe gestures to the

left or the right. Turn your world upside down and discover previously hidden objects.

Conclusion: FEZ Pocket Edition is an entertaining mobile game, which convinces above all by

lovingly designed game worlds in pixel optics.


